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This thesis is the second in a series which investigates the possibility of creating a
code-shift-keying (CSK) optical receiver using single-mode 2x2 couplers and fiber optical
delay lines to construct Mach-Zehnder couplers which comprise the main building block of
the CSK receiver. There were two main goals of this thesis research. The first was to
investigate design and construction modifications which would lower the system loss of a
previously designed Mach-Zehnder coupler. As a result of this research, the system loss
was reduced from 10.5 dB to 3.3 dB by changing the design to eliminate an unnecessary
stage and by replacing several mechanical connections with fusion splices. The second
goal was to find a method to measure the inherent phase shift of a 2x2 fiber optical
coupler. Two separate methods were developed and implemented, and a third previously
developed method was used to verify the results. All three methods provided
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I. INTRODUCTION
Fiber optics have become increasingly important in modern communication
systems. Fiber optic transmission systems have extremely high data rate capabilities and
use small diameter, light weight cables providing superior communication security and
near immunity to electromagnetic inference. Because of these outstanding characteristics,
the U. S. Navy has implemented fiber optics in its newest ship designs.
Previous work conducted at the Naval Postgraduate School investigated the
feasibility of designing and constructing a new type of optical signal demultiplexer, based
on the concept of code-shift-keying [Ref. 1]. This thesis is the second in this area and
concentrates on the analysis and improvement of a single building block of a multi-channel
code shift keying receiver. This building block is the fiber optical counterpart of the
classical Mach-Zehnder interferometer, with fiber couplers employed as beam splitters.
The two-stage Mach-Zehnder coupler (MZC) is shown in Figure 1.1.
Input Coupler #1 Coupler #2 Outputs
Figure 1.1. Two-stage Mach-Zehnder Coupler
The input, Xi, consists of laser light that has been amplitude modulated by a digital
data waveform. The MZC consists oftwo 2x2 single mode couplers and a delay line, the
length of which is set to generate a delay equal to an integer number of bit periods of the
data waveform. The delay line and couplers are connected via either ST connectors or
fusion splices. The 2x2 couplers divide the power of the input signals equally between
their output channels. The 2x2 couplers also impart a phase shift in the optical carrier
signal between the two output channels. The receiver takes advantage of this inherent
phase shift to generate output power waveforms which are the sum and difference of
sequential bits in the datastream.
IfMach-Zehnder couplers with various delay times are combined, a code shift
keying (CSK) demultiplexer could be constructed. Figure 1 .2 shows a CSK receiver
which can discriminate between four CSK signals. The design could be repeated for n
stages such that 2
n
different CSK signals could be discriminated. In Chapter II, we
develop the frequency and time domain signal analysis of the two-stage MZC and show
that this two-stage design will function in a multi-stage receiver.
X
Figure 1.2. Multi-stage CSK Receiver
Because the MZC uses the inherent phase shift of the 2x2 coupler to generate the
desired outputs, one of the major goals of this work was to find a method whereby the
inherent phase shift of a 2x2 coupler can be measured. We were able to develop and to
implement two separate techniques and to use a third technique described by Hereth and
Schliep [Ref. 2] to verify our results. Chapter III explains the three techniques and gives
the results obtained using each method.
The other major goal of this work was to reduce the system loss from the previous
design used by Heinbaugh [Ref. 1]. The previous design had a substantial loss for each
MZC, making the loss for a a multi-stage CSK receiver very high. Chapter IV describes
the design changes and construction techniques used to achieve the desired reduction in
system loss.
Chapter V summarizes the conclusions from the design, construction and testing of
the two-stage MZC. Analysis of the phase measurement techniques and loss improvement
efforts are provided along with discussion of potential follow-on work.

II. THE MACH-ZEHNDER COUPLER
A. BACKGROUND
The basic building block of the code shift keying receiver is the Mach-Zehnder
coupler (MZC). The MZC is a fiber optic version of the classic Mach-Zehnder
interferometer, shown in Figure 2.1. The Mach-Zehnder interferometer consists of two
beamsplitters and two totally reflective mirrors. The difference between the optical path
lengths can be controlled by slightly tilting one of the beamsplitters or one of the mirrors,
or by changing the refractive index of the medium in one of the arms. This difference in
optical path length causes interference between the two waves when they are recombined
at the second beamsplitter. The detector measures the resultant sum of the two waves
[Ref. 3], The Mach-Zehnder interferometer can also be constructed to provide a variable





Figure 2.1. The Mach-Zehnder Interferometer
The Mach-Zehnder coupler is a fiber optic version of the Mach-Zehnder
interferometer in which the beamsplitters are replaced by fiber optic single mode 2x2
couplers and a section of fiber is inserted as a delay line. Previous MZC designs studied at
the Naval Postgraduate School involved a third 2x2 coupler in the Yj output serving as a
90 degree phase shifter. In order to balance the 3 dB loss inherent in the third coupler, a
corresponding 3 dB attenuator was inserted in the fiber parallel to this stage in the Yi
output. Since the third stage was inserted to impart a 90 degree phase shift in the optical
carrier signal and the optical signals are detected with PIN receivers, the exact phase of
the optical carrier is not important since only the power in the signal is used for
demultiplexing. Therefore, we have determined that the third coupler stage is
unnecessary, and it is omitted in this design. The signal analysis of the two-stage Mach-
Zehnder coupler and its application to a multi-stage receiver are developed in this chapter.
In order to follow the mathematical development of the Mach-Zehnder coupler, it
is beneficial to review phasor notation. The signals involved in the system represent the
electric field in the fiber optic components. We can express the electric field as a function
of time and position as
E(z,t) = E cos(o)t-kz + (p)^Re{E e"p e /{(O '' kz) ], (2.1)
where E(z, t) is the electric field at time t and position z, Eo is the magnitude of the field, k
is the wave spatial frequency (InnJX) and <p is the initial phase of the signal. The electric
field is equivalently expressed in phasor notation using the relationship
E = E e"p (2.2)
where the tilde over the E represents a phasor term corresponding to amplitude En and
phase (p and the sinusoidal time dependence is implied. Converting from phasor
representation back to time domain representation involves multiplying the phasor by
eA
tol-kz
) an(j taking the real part. Each component through which the signal passes affects
its amplitude and phase. These effects can be represented by a phasor transfer function for
each component. The transfer function of the component is multiplied by the input signal
phasor to yield the phasor representation of the output. For a component with more than
one input and one output, each input signal is related to each output signal by a separate
phasor term in a matrix transfer function. For the system shown in Figure 2.2, the output
is related to the input by the transfer function of the system in equation form by Y' = A X
,
where each term represents a matrix of phasor quantities.
X A Y
Figure 2.2. Phasor Component Representation
In describing the signal analysis of the Mach-Zehnder coupler, lower case letters
will represent functions of time, upper case letters with a tilde will represent phasor
quantities, and upper case letters with a bar will represent matrices comprised of phasors.
B. SIGNAL ANALYSIS
In this section we conduct mathematical analysis of the components of and signals
in the Mach-Zehnder coupler.
1. System Overview
The two-stage Mach-Zehnder coupler is shown in Figure 2.3. The 2x2 couplers,
designated by A and B, are single mode devices. The dark vertical lines represent











Figure 2.3. The Mach-Zehnder Coupler
connectors joined via an adapter. The delay line may be either a fixed-length section of
single mode fiber or a section of fiber attached to a cylindrical piezoelectric transducer
(PZT), which allows the user to vary the length of the fiber by controlling the voltage
applied to the PZT. The coupler shown in Figure 2.3 can be represented by the matrix
equation
Y =BC AX (2.3)
where Y represents the outputs, A and B represent the scattering matrices for the first
and second couplers, respectively, C represents the transfer function of the delay line
section and its connections and X represents the inputs into the first coupler.
2. The 2x2 Coupler
In general, the scattering matrix for a four terminal 2x2 coupler is a 4 by 4 matrix,
A =
A\\ An An A X4
™-2\ A22 ^23 ^24
A i] A32 A3J A34
A4X A42 A43 A44
(2.4)
where
Amn - Amn e
J
(2.5)
such that each matrix element is a phasor quantity with amplitude and phase. Actual 2x2
couplers have very low reflectance, on the order of -30 dB or lower. Therefore, we can
approximate the reflectance coefficients by zero, yielding a sparse matrix with simpler












where the indices have been reassigned for convenience. Thus the term^i 2 corresponds
to the magnitude of the scattering matrix coefficient relating the signal at output 1 to the
signal at input 2. In the Mach-Zehnder coupler, the second 2x2 coupler has a similar
scattering matrix, where the A 's would be replaced by B 's, and the a 's would be replaced
by/?'s.
3. Delay Line





where Cu and C22 represent the magnitudes of the amplitude coupling of the connections
and are < 1 .0, while represents the phase shift due to the difference in optical path
lengths of the two fibers.
4. System Analysis
Substituting Equations 2.6 and 2.7 into Equation 2.3, expanding and simplifying
yields
Y =
A\B\\C\\ e + Alx Bn C12
A]Bi\Cu e + ^21^22C22
X (2.8)
Equation 2.8 relates the outputs, Y
,
to the inputs X . In the system under consideration,
X
2




+4 1522C22 e /K+A2))l1 . (2.10)
Factoring the phase terms in Equations 2.9 and 2.10 yields





+ A2lB22C2y^-a"+^-*l))ej{a" +fil,) X, . (2.12)






is detected. Therefore, the absolute phase of the carrier
signal is not important and the common phase terms may be neglected. Dropping the
common phase terms, Equations 2.1 1 and 2.12 can be written as










Equations 2.13 and 2.14 will be used for derivations involving further signal analysis of the
system and will be used in Chapter III to determine the inherent phase shift of a 2x2
coupler.
5. Time Domain Analysis
In order to develop expressions for the time domain output signals, yi(t) and y2(t),
we make use of the Fourier shift theorem
y(t-t )& Y(v)exp(-j27rvt ).
Taking the inverse Fourier transform of Equations 2.13 and 2.14 yields
y ] {t) = AuBuCu -x ] 2k v)
+ A2XBUL 22 - x x t + 2k v
(2.15)
(2.16)
y2 (t) = AxxB2XCxx -x x
6
\ 2k v,









where cos(2;r vt) represents the optical carrier signal and d(t) represents the modulating
data signal. Substituting Equation 2. 1 8 into Equations 2. 1 6 and 2. 1 7 yields
(
y x (t) = AuBuCu -d t-— cos(2Kvt-0)2k vJ
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^j cos(27rvt + (a2] -au + j322 -fi2l )).
(2.20)
Equations 2.19 and 2.20 give the exact form of the output signals. It is instructive to
consider the relative magnitude of the time delays imposed by the #, a and /? terms. For
real couplers, the a and J3 terms correspond to phase shifts on the order of n/2 radians.
With a wavelength of 1300 nm, the optical carrier frequency, v, is about 2.3x1 14 Hz.
Thus, the magnitude of the time delay corresponding to the a and /? terms is on the order
of 10" 15 seconds. Using a bit rate of 100 Mbps, or a bit period of lxl
-8
seconds, this
time delay would correspond to a negligible fraction of a bit period. As stated earlier, the
6 term represents the phase delay corresponding to the exact difference in optical path
length of the two fibers connecting the two couplers. We can construct the circuit such
that the difference in optical path length corresponds to one bit period. For the bit period
of lxlO
-8
seconds and a typical fiber core refractive index of 1.45, the length of fiber
required to implement a one period delay is given by
Tc (ll0'8 )(3-10 8 )
j_j — — — 2.07 meters. (2.21)
n 1.45
Since 6 is contained only in the first terms of Equations 2.19 and 2.20, the delay line fiber
length must only be accurate to within a fraction of a bit period, not within a fraction of a
wavelength of the optical carrier. Deleting the time delay corresponding to the phase shift
due to the a and /? terms as discussed above and setting
= 2ttvT, (2.22)
12
Equations 2.19 and 2.20 can be expressed as
yi (t)=AuBuQ r d{t-T)cos(27rv(t-T))
+ A2]BnC22 - d(t)cos(27rv t + (a2] - au + fi 2 -fa))
y2(t)=AuB2lCu • d(t - T) cos(2ttv (t - TJ)
+ A2lB22C22 - d(t)cos(lxv t + (a2] - an + J% 2 -/%,))•
(2.23)
(2.24)
C. SYSTEM WITH IDEAL COUPLERS
1. Ideal 2x2 Coupler
For an ideal 2x2 coupler, all scattering matrix coefficients have a magnitude of
(0.5)
12
, so that the input power is equally split between the two output fibers. Solution of
the Maxwell equations inside the ideal coupler require that the scattering matrix






1 jjt/2 1 J°
V2 V2
2. Ideal Delay Line
If the delay line connections have no loss, then
C =C =1
11 22 '
3. Ideal System Analysis
















Taking the inverse Fourier transform of Equations 2.27 and 2.28 yields
yM =0.5 x
^~iv *iW
y 2 (t) = 0.5 -V,
e i/-— +—
^ 2nv Av)




The terms in the expression for y2 (t) have a time shift of (0.25/ v), corresponding to one-
fourth of the period of the optical carrier signal, or approximately 10" 15 seconds.
Compared to the one bit period inserted time delay (10~8 seconds), this delay is negligible.







y2 (t) = 0.5[x,{t-T) + Xl (t)}. (2.32)
From Equations 2.31 and 2.32, it is apparent that the top output from the Mach-Zehnder
coupler, yi(t), is the difference of the previous bit and the current bit. The bottom output
of the Mach-Zehnder coupler, yi(t), is the sum of the previous bit and the current bit.
D. MULTI-STAGE RECEIVER
Using the concepts derived in this chapter, we can construct a multi-stage receiver
from the basic Mach-Zehnder coupler. Figure 2.4 shows a block diagram of a two-stage
receiver, where the first stage is a MZC with a delay of one bit period, T. The second
stage is made of two MZCs each with delay of two bit periods, 2T. In Figure 2.4, X is the


















Figure 2.4. Multi-stage Receiver
Zi through Z4 are the final outputs. By analogy with Equations 2.3 1 and 2.32, the
intermediate outputs, Yi and Y: are given by
yi (t) = 05[x(t-T)-x(t)] (2.33)
y 2 (t) = 0.5[x(t-T) + x(t)] (2.34)
For the MZCs with the 2T delay, similar equations exist for the outputs Z/ through Z4 ,
where T is replaced by 2T. The outputs are given by
z
l
(t) = 05[yl(t-2T)-yl (tj\ (2.35)
z2 (t) = 05[y1(t-2T) + yl (t)] (2.36)
z3 (f) = 0.5[>> 2(/-2r)->sM] (2.37)
z4 (f) = 0.5[y 2 (f-2r)+v 2 M]. (2.38)
Substitution of Equations 2.33 and 2.34 into 2.35 through 2.38 yields
z,(/) = 0.25 [x(t - 3T) - x(t - IT) - x(t -T) + x(t)] (2.39)
z2 (t) = 0.25[x(r - 3T) - x(t - 2T) + x(t -T)- x{t)] (2.40)
z
3 (/)
= 0.25[x(r - 3T) + x{t - 2T) - x{t -T)- x{t)\ (2.41
)




The four outputs all have the same amplitude, and each represents a different
combination of the present data bit, x(t), and the previous three bits, x(t-T), x(t-2T) and
x(t-3T). When the relative signs of the four data bits involved in the four outputs are
compared, the four codes obtained have the bit pattern shown in Table 2.1 . When the bit
patterns in Table 2.1 are inspected, it is evident that the cross-correlation of the four codes
are all zero. The four outputs provide four orthogonal Walsh-Hadmard sequency codes,
which leads to the minimum bit error rate [Ref. 6]. Thus, we have shown in this section
that the two-stage MZC may be used to construct the multi-stage receiver shown in
Figure 2.4.
X(t-3T) X(t-2T) X(t-T) X(t)
z, 1 -1 -1 1
z2 1 -1 1 -1
z3 1 1 -1 -1
z4 1 1 1 1
Table 2.1. Temporal Structure of Bit Pattern of Four Output Codes
In the next chapter, we investigate three separate methods used to measure the
inherent phase shift of the 2x2 couplers used in the Mach-Zehnder coupler.
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III. COUPLER PHASE SHIFT ANALYSIS
A. BACKGROUND
As shown in the previous chapter, the inherent phase shift of a 2x2 coupler is used
to provide the sum and difference outputs from the Mach-Zehnder Coupler. In this
chapter we develop three separate methods for measuring the inherent phase shift of a 2x2
coupler, defined as (fii - P22 + Pi 2 - fin).
B. APPLICATION OF DC VOLTAGE TO PZT TO CONTROL OPTICAL
PATH DIFFERENCE
1. Derivation
The first method for measuring the coupler phase shift uses optical fiber wrapped
around a cylindrical PZT as the "delay line", as shown in Figure 3.1. A DC voltage is
applied between the inner and outer surfaces of the PZT. The input is provided by a laser
diode run at constant power. Using a variable voltage source connected to the PZT
cylinder allows fine control of the total optical path length of the fiber connecting output 1
of the first coupler to input 1 of the second coupler and, thus, the optical path difference






















Input C B Outputs Power Meter
Figure 3.1. System for DC Control Phase Measurement
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difference was represented by 6 in the development in Chapter II. Since the outputs, Yi
and Y2, are detected by PIN devices, only the power in the signal is important. From




= {a2A 2Cji) +(AA\QiY +24AAA2cuc22 • cos(#-/?n+A 2+«2i-tf u)
(A^B^C^) +(4,5^,)' +2AuAnB2lB22Q lC22 •cos(0-fi2l+/522+a 2 -an )
If the voltage applied to the PZT is varied such that
then Equations 3.1 and 3.2 can be reduced to
I |2 / \2 I |2
I^Lin






If the DC voltage applied to the PZT is adjusted such that
0=Pn-P\T<*i\+<X\\, (3 -6)
similar analysis shows that
I |2 / \2 I
l^lmax
= 1^2,^12^22 + ^1,^1 lMl] ' \^\ (3.7)
\Y^ ^B^C^f +(AuB2]C}X )
2
+ 2AuA2,B2iB22CuC22 •cos(/? 21-/^+/? 12-/? 11 )]-|x1 |\ (3.8)
Hence, by adjusting the DC voltage applied to the PZT, the power out of outputs Yi and
Y2 can be varied. Subtracting Equations 3.5 and 3.8 and rearranging yields
18









— 4AuA2lB2]B22CuC 22 "l^i
I
From Figure 3.1 and Equations 2.1 1 and 2.12, it is apparent that the values of the terms
(A11B21C11) and (A21B22C22) are obtained by disconnecting the appropriate input line to the
second coupler and taking the square root of the ratio of the power from output Y2 and the
power into input X\. The maximum and minimum values for the power from output Y2 are
found by adjusting the PZT voltage. These values are used in Equation 3.9 to calculate
the inherent phase shift of the coupler.
2. Response of PZT device
The fractional change in circumference of the PZT cylinder is given by the
simplified tensor equation
^-=d-E +Z -AT, (3.10)
where AC is the change in the circumference, C is the circumference, E represents the
electric field applied to the PZT between the inner and outer walls and AT is the change in
temperature. The terms d and % are proportionality constants relating the electric field and
change in temperature, respectively, to the fractional change in the circumference. [Ref. 7]
The specific PZT used was the Channel Industries model 5800. This device has
values ofJ= 107 x 10~ 12 (m/V), j= 3.8 x 10"6 (1/K) and C= 37.7 cm. The radial
thickness of the PZT was 0.5 cm. Since the fiber was wrapped around the PZT twice




Assuming that the temperature is constant, an applied voltage of about 81 volts
would result in a total optical path length change of 1300 nm, the wavelength of the laser
source. From Equations 3.1, 3.2 and 3.11 we can see that by adjusting the voltage applied
to the PZT, we can adjust the optical path difference and thus vary how the output power
is shared between the two outputs. It is instructive to consider how reliably we can adjust
the power between the outputs. If we consider the ideal coupler discussed in Section II.C,









The lengths of the fibers used in the upper and lower legs of the system in Figure
3.1 are matched to a tolerance of 4 mm to minimize any effect of fiber temperature
change. Therefore, the phase difference is related only to the change in circumference of
the PZT. We can relate 6 to the applied voltage by assuming that the PZT temperature
remains constant and using Equation 3.1 1 to yield
1.6-10
8 V
, 1/1N9 = 2*m^= 2*Tx> (3 - ,4)
where V is the applied voltage in volts. This expression for 6 is substituted into
Equations 3. 12 and 3.13 to yield
V









The expressions for the predicted normalized output powers are plotted as a
function of applied voltage, along with measured data, in Figure 3.2 below. As shown
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Figure 3.2. Response of Output Powers to PZT Applied Voltage
in Figure 3.2, the measured responses follow the predicted curves reasonably well.
However, the measured powers did not display the full predicted dynamic range. Since
the operating wavelength of 1 300 ran is above the cutoff wavelength of 1 1 36 nm for the
8 |j.m mode field diameter fiber in the system, only one optical mode was present [Ref. 8].
This indicates that the coupler did not split the power equally between the outputs,
therefore preventing complete destructive or constructive interference. The sum of the
measured values being constant shows that conservation of energy is obeyed by the
coupler. This power-sharing pattern repeated as the PZT voltage was raised in steps of
21
approximately 40 volts. The power sharing worked with reverse bias applied to the PZT,
which tends to compress the PZT, because the fiber was in tension when it was attached
to the PZT.
3. Experimental Results
In order to determine the inherent phase shift of the coupler, the quantities needed





1 max / \Xl | | Y] | mm / \Xl |
0.403 0.342 0.564 0.115
Table 3.1. Measured Values for Phase Determination
Using the values in Table 3.1, the inherent phase shift of the coupler was
calculated using Equation 3.9. The result, using this first method, is 145° ± 5°. The
power fluctuations were such that the ratios in Table 3.1 are accurate to within 0.005,
resulting in the ±5° uncertainty.
C. CALCULATION OF INHERENT PHASE SHIFT BY MEANS OF
COUPLER EXCESS LOSS MEASUREMENT
1. Derivation
The second method of measuring the coupler phase shift uses a completely
different approach. The development is similar to that used by Greene [Ref. 5] to show
that the inherent phase shift for a lossless coupler must be 180°. By adding a term for the
coupler loss into the derivation, a relationship between the coupler loss and the inherent
phase shift can be found. Figure 3.3 shows a simple representation of a real 2x2 coupler.
In Figure 3.3, X represents the electric field strengths at the inputs, Y represents the
22
Figure 3.3. Simplified Representation of a 2x2 Coupler
electric field strengths at the outputs and A is the scattering matrix of the coupler.
Assuming that all fibers have the same cross section and attenuation, the sum of the output
intensities, 7 , is the sum of the input intensities, /„ minus the intensity lost in the coupler.
lu
h = h~ h (3.17)
The intensities are proportional to the product of the respective electric field and its
complex conjugate. Thus,
I = Y; ¥, + ¥: Y2 = Y
+
- Y (3.18)
/, = X{ X, + X* • X2 = X
+ X (3.19)
where the superscript + represents the matrix adjoint, which is the complex conjugate of
the transpose matrix. Since
Y = A-X, (3.20)
substitution of Equations 3.18 through 3.20 into 3.17 yields
Y + Y= (AX)
+
(AX) = X + A + AX = Io = I, - IL = X +X - IL = X
+IX - IL , (3.21)







where L is the normalized intensity loss obtained by dividing h by /,. The scattering
matrix. A, can be represented by a 2x2 matrix of the form shown in Equation 2.4.
For a physically realizable system, the reciprocity theorem applied to the solution
of Maxwell's equations in the coupler require [Ref. 5]
Am„ = Anm => a x2 = a 2x . (3.23)











- 1^4,2 1 • cos( « 12 - ctu \ + \A x^-\A22 \-cos\a 22 -au ) + L = (3.27)
|v4n |-|vl12 |-sin(ar 12 - au j + |^ 12 |-|i422 |-sin(a 22 - an ) = 0. (3.28)
Solving Equations 3.24, 3.25, 3.27 and 3.28 reveals that









Thus, the second method of determining the inherent phase shift of a 2x2 coupler involves
measuring the normalized power loss and the ratios of the output power from output one
to the power into inputs one and two. From Equation 3.29 it is evident that for a lossless
coupler, with 1 = 0, the ideal phase shift would be 1 80°. With any non-zero loss the
phase shift will be something less than 180°.
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2. Experimental Results
The quantities \Au\ and \Anf are obtained by measuring the ratio of the output
power from output one to the input power into inputs one and two, respectively, with the
other input disconnected. The normalized power loss of the coupler, using a given input,
is determined by subtracting the measured values for the two output powers from the
input power and dividing by the input power. Using an input power of 459 uW into input
one, the output powers measured for outputs one and two were 130 |aW and 244 uW,
respectively. Thus \An\~ = 0.28, and the normalized coupler loss using input one, I/, is
given by L, = (459 - 1 30 - 244) / 459 = 0.1 85 . Putting the same input power into input
two yields output powers of 177 uW and 202 uW. Thus the normalized coupler loss




The loss term. L , is the product of the normalized power losses of the coupler when the
input signal is coupled into ports one and two, so L = (0.174)(0.185). Using these values
in Equation 3.29 yields a value of the coupler phase shift equal to 149° ± 6°, where the
power measurement uncertainty of 4 jiw caused the uncertainty of ±6°.
D. APPLICATION OF AC VOLTAGE TO PZT TO DETERMINE PHASE
SHIFT
1. Derivation
The third method used to measure the inherent phase shift of the 2x2 coupler was
that devised by Schleip and Hereth [Ref. 2]. In this method, the identical setup was used
as in the first method except that an AC voltage is applied to the PZT, as shown in Figure
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Figure 3.4. AC Modulated Phase Measurement
therefore, the optical path length of the fiber attached to it varies in a sinusoidal manner.
Driving the PZT with an AC source may induce temperature fluctuations and therefore
alter the length of the fiber attached to it. Since the PZT temperature was not controlled
in this experiment, this effect may have caused some error. However, since the results are
consistent with the other methods, this error is probably negligible. Thus, the difference in
optical path, 0, is given by
G =<j>(t) + A0, (3.30)
where A6 represents the steady-state difference in optical path due to the difference in
physical length of the fibers and <f>(t) represents the difference in optical path due to the
length ofthe fiber attached to the PZT cylinder changing as a function of time due to the
applied AC signal. Substituting Equation 3.30 for f?into Equations 3.1 and 3.2, the
general expressions for \Yi\ and \Y2\
,
gives
\}f^AQF+UAQ) 2^+24,4^AQQ-oos(^W+Ac9- >911+/?12+«21-«11)]-M 2 (3.31)
fef ^UAQ) 2 +(4AQ) 2 +2AllAaBaBaQ lCa ^(t)+A0-^2]+^+a2 -au)]]x}\ (3.32)
The power in the output signals Yi and Y2 has a time-invariant part, given by the first two
terms, and a time-varying part given by the cosine terms in Equations 3.31 and 3.32.
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Therefore, we can rewrite Equations 3.31 and 3.32 as







-J32l+ j322+a 2 -au ), (3.34)




= &0-fi 1 +A2 +a2l -al} (3.35)






Herepr/ and pn represent the amplitude of the time-varying portion of the output power
and if/i and ^represent the constant portion of the phase of these signals. Substituting









=PY2 +pY2 -cos(<t>(t)+y/2 ). (3.40)
If the output powers are added, the result is a time-varying power Pn+nft) given by
Py\
+Y2(t)=PY\+ PY2 +Ai -cos(^(/)+ y/x)+pY2 -cos(^) + 2^ ). (3.41)
The expression for Pyi^y2 may be reduced to the form
f>
Yl+Y2(t)=PYl+ Y2 + PY\+Y2- COS {<f>(t) + W+2)> (3 -42)
where Pyi+y2 is the time-invariant component. Algebraic manipulation leads to
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(Pyuyt) =(Pr\Y+(PY2) + 2/>nPy 2 -cos(^ 1 -^ 2 ) . (3.43)
Solving for cos(^/ - y/i) and substituting Equations 3.35 and 3.36 into Equation 3.43
yields
cos(/k-fl,+Ai-A2) = (PyuyiY -{PnY -(PY2Y
2p Y]pY2
(3.44)
Equation 3.44 gives an equation for the inherent phase shift of the coupler in terms of the
time-varying output powers, p Yi and pY2, and the time-varying sum of the output powers,
Pyi+y2. This sum may be measured by calibrated detectors driving a dual-channel
oscilloscope which has the capability of performing real-time addition of the two input
signals.
2. Experimental Results
The system was configured as shown in Figure 3.4. The frequency at which the
AC source was operated was 20 kHz and the applied voltage was 30 volts peak-to peak,
although these values were not critical in measuring the phase shift. The outputs Yi and
Y2 were connected to PIN receivers. The outputs of the PIN receivers were summed in
the oscilloscope. The length ofthe fibers from the outputs of the second coupler to the
PIN receivers must be very closely matched so that the AC portion of the output powers
can be properly added. The measured values needed to calculate the coupler inherent
phase shift using Equation 3.44 are shown in Table 3.2. The units for the values in
Pyi Pyi Pyi * Y2
6.4 8.0 4.4
Table 3.2. Measured Values for AC Modulation Method
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Table 3.2 are simply divisions on the oscilloscope, each with an uncertainty of ± 0.2.
Substituting these values into Equation 3.44 yields
cosfo -A +A -A ) -^^g'^2 = -0.835. (3.45)
A-^,+A,-A2=147 . (3.46)
The value for the inherent phase shift of the coupler obtained using the AC modulation
method was therefore 147° ± 3°.
E. CONCLUSION
In this chapter we investigated three distinct methods for measuring the inherent
phase shift of a 2x2 coupler. The first method involved application of a DC voltage to the
PZT in order to control the total path length of the fiber between output one of coupler
one and input one of coupler two in Figure 3.1. Controlling the optical path difference
between the upper and lower fibers allowed control ofhow the output power was shared
between the two outputs. Figure 3.2 shows that adjusting this DC voltage resulted in the
outputs sharing the power nearly as predicted. After measuring the quantities required in
Equation 3.9, the calculated value of the inherent phase shift using this method was
145° ±5°.
The second method involved measuring the excess loss of the coupler. Through
the derivation in Section III.C, we showed that the normalized loss is related to the
inherent phase shift by Equation 3.29. The calculated value of the inherent phase shift
using this method was 149°± 6°.
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The third method, taken from Schliep and Hereth [Ref. 2], involved application of
an AC voltage to the PZT as shown in Figure 3.4. This resulted in each of the output
powers having quiescent and time-varying components. Using an adding oscilloscope, the
quantities required by Equation 3.44 were measured to yield a calculated value of the
inherent phase shift of 147° ± 3°.
Thus the three methods used all provided values of the inherent phase shift in the
region of 147°. The ideal, lossless coupler has an inherent phase shift of 180°. The
difference between the calculated values and the theoretical value is probably due to a
combination of factors. One source of the potential error could be introduced by
measuring the losses of the ST-ST connectors and attributing that to the excess loss of the
coupler. The second factor is that the actual coupler measured is not lossless. The model
coupler used has an advertised excess loss of less than 0.5 dB. If the coupler excess loss
of 0.5 dB could be separated from the connector loss, a calculated value of the inherent
phase shift could be found using the method derived in Section III.C. A coupler with





= 0.45 giving an inherent phase shift of 167°. As shown in the next chapter,
a realistic value for the excess coupler loss is about 0.1 dB. This corresponds to an
inherent phase shift of 176°. Therefore the coupler excess loss accounts for between 4°
and 13° of the difference between the ideal 180° inherent phase shift and the measured
value. Since the measured values for the inherent phase shift were about 147°, the
remaining difference is attributable to the loss associated with the ST connectors. Since
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all the methods involve power measurements, any loss other than that of the coupler will
make the measured phase shift appear further from the ideal value.
It is important to note that for the measured values of the inherent phase shift, the
assumptions made in Section II.C for the system with ideal couplers are reasonably
accurate. Therefore, the system outputs will nearly be approximated by Equations 2.29
and 2.30. This was shown experimentally by Heinbaugh [Ref. 1] during previous research
conducted at the Naval Postgraduate School.
In the next chapter, we investigate methods to reduce the system loss found by
Heinbaugh [Ref. 1 ] in previous experimental work.
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IV. SYSTEM LOSS CONSIDERATIONS
A. PREVIOUS SYSTEM
1. System Design
The previous design, built and studied at the Naval Postgraduate School, is shown
in Figure 4. 1 below. The dark vertical lines represent ST-ST connections. The numerical
values after 2x2 coupler #2 and at the outputs are the dB loss compared to the input
power. In this design a third 2x2 coupler in the Y2 output served as a 90 degree phase
shifter. In order to balance the 3 dB loss inherent in the third coupler, a corresponding
3 dB attenuator was inserted in the fiber parallel to this stage in the Y\ output. [Ref.l]
As explained in Chapter II, we have determined that the third coupler stage is
unnecessary, and it is omitted in the two-stage design presented in this work. It was
identified in previous work that the loss of this three-stage system was significant and that
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As reported by Heinbaugh [Ref. 1], the system experienced losses of 10.5 dB at
output Yi and 1 0.6 dB at output Yi. The ideal system loss would be 6 dB at the outputs; 3
dB due to splitting the single input between the two outputs, plus 3 dB due to the
attenuator and coupler #3. The difference between the ideal loss and that measured for
this system was due to a combination of the excess coupler loss and the loss associated
with the ST connectors. The couplers used in this system (Fiber Institute Sales Inc. model
Fl 93205) have advertised maximum excess loss of 0.5 dB. Therefore a maximum of 1 .5
dB of the loss difference is due to the total coupler excess loss. Thus it can be assumed
that the majority of the loss difference between the ideal and real system is due to the loss
of the ST connectors and the ST-ST connections.
As shown in Figure 4.1, the measured loss after the second 2x2 coupler in the Yi
channel was 6.8 dB and in the Y2 channel was 7.6 dB. At this point in the system, the
ideal loss would be 3 dB. Therefore, the large difference between the measured and ideal
loss was due to the combination of excess loss from the two couplers and the loss
associated with the ST connectors.
B. CURRENT DESIGN
The two-stage Mach-Zehnder Coupler is shown in Figure 4.2. The dark horizontal
lines represent fusion splice connections between fibers. The numerical values at the
outputs are the loss at the outputs. This system is the same as would result by terminating
the previous design after the second 2x2 coupler and replacing the ST-ST connections by
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fusion splices. It was shown in Chapter II that this design produces the desired "sunf and
"difference" terms as shown by Equations 2.29 and 2.30. Heinbaugh showed that this
system develops the predicted waveforms by supplying a 100 Mbps pseudo-random signal
and measuring the signals at the outputs of the second coupler [Ref. 1]. This two-stage
design was also shown to function in a multi-stage receiver in Section II.D. As shown in






Input Coupler #1 2.07 m delay Coupler #2 Outputs
Figure 4.2. Current Design with dB Loss at Outputs
C. LOSS IMPROVEMENT ANALYSIS
1. Comparison of Previous and Current System Loss
Comparing Figures 4.1 and 4.2, it is apparent that the overall system loss has been
reduced from approximately 10.5 dB to about 3.3 dB. This 7.2 dB improvement in
performance is quite substantial. The previous design has an ideal system loss of 6 dB,
whereas the two-stage design has an ideal loss of 3 dB, since the third coupler and
corresponding attenuator are eliminated. Obviously, at least 3 dB of the improvement in
system loss is simply due to recognizing that the two-stage system will perform the
necessary function. Ifthe system loss is compared at the outputs of the second coupler,
the revised system displays between 3.5 dB and 4.3 dB improvement.
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2. Analysis of Improvement
The revised system had a 3 dB overall advantage simply due to the exclusion of the
third stage. However, the spliced two-stage system had an additional 3 dB to 4 dB
improvement in loss performance at the output of the second coupler due to replacing the
ST connectors and ST-ST connections with fusion splices. The ST connectors on the 2x2
couplers were installed by the manufacturer and have about 0.2 dB loss each. The ST-ST
connections are plastic push-and-twist connections which align the single mode ST
connectors. While taking power measurements in the laboratory, it was discovered that
these devices are extremely sensitive to alignment and motion of the ST connectors. After
a power measurement was made, the connection could be taken apart then re-connected,
and the measured power would change up to 5%. While a power measurement was in
progress, if the ST connectors were flexed with even a slight force, the power
measurement may change by 5%. Therefore, measurements with the system using these
ST-ST connections was very tedious and repeatable measurements were difficult to
obtain.
The spliced system displayed very little power fluctuation during power level
measurements. Without the loss induced by the ST connectors and their interconnections,
the system loss was much lower. Prior to conducting the fusion splices on the system,
several trial splices were conducted using manufactured fiber connection cables. The
losses of the fiber connection cables were measured, then the cables were cut. The ends
were prepared and then spliced back together in accordance with the Sumitomo Splicer
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Manual [Ref. 9]. Post-splice loss measurements indicated that a reasonable estimate for
the maximum loss per splice using the Sumitomo Fusion Splicer model 1 1 X would be
0.2 dB for single mode fiber. Careful preparation of the fiber ends and exact alignment of
the fibers prior to splicing were the critical factors in obtaining a low loss fusion splice.
The system loss as shown in Figure 4.2 is very close to the ideal system loss of 3 dB. The
measured loss values of 3.28 dB and 3.35 dB show that the actual coupler excess loss and
total splice loss were quite small. Since the sum of the excess coupler loss and the total
splice loss was about 0.3 dB, a reasonable estimate for the coupler excess loss would be
about 0.1 dB.
In the system using ST connectors, a reasonable estimate for the total loss due to
the ST connectors would be about 1 .2 dB, since there are six ST connectors in the system,
each having about 0.2 dB up to the output of the second coupler. Therefore about 3.0 dB
of the loss measured at the output from the second coupler was due to the three ST-ST
connections. As explained by Powers [Ref. 8], single mode connections are sensitive to
angular misalignment and extremely sensitive to lateral misalignment. For example, an
angular misalignment of 0.3 degrees or a 1 urn lateral misalignment would result in a 0.15
dB loss for the single mode fiber used with these 2x2 couplers. The manufacturer did not
supply misalignment data for the ST-ST connection devices, but did supply a nominal 0.5
dB loss per ST-ST connection. Because of the way the actual measured power behaved
during slight agitation of the ST-ST connector, this nominal value may only be accurate if
the connection is made precisely and is then mechanically isolated. Clearly, replacing the
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ST-ST connections with fusion splics substantially lowered the system loss and provided
more stable operation.
3. Multi-stage Receiver
The loss of the previous three stage design using ST connectors was high enough
that a multi-stage receiver may have poor performance. However, with a loss per stage on
the order of 3.3 dB, a multi-stage receiver would have much better performance. For
example, the receiver shown in Figure 2.2 would have about 21 dB total loss if the
previous three stage design for the MZC were used. However, with the spliced two-stage
MZC the receiver would have only about 6.6 dB loss.
In the next chapter, we will summarize the conclusions with regard to the MZC
design, determination of the inherent phase shift of a 2x2 coupler, and the efforts
undertaken to reduce the system loss.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
We have considered an improved version of the Mach-Zehnder Coupler in this
study. The previous design built and studied at the Naval Postgraduate School, shown in
Figure 5.1, used three 2x2 single mode couplers with the fibers terminated using ST
connectors. The third 2x2 coupler in the Yj output served as a 90 degree phase shifter. In
order to balance the 3 dB loss inherent in the third coupler, a corresponding 3-dB
attenuator was inserted in the fiber parallel to this stage in the Yi output [Ref.l].
X, 1 2x2 1
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Figure 5.1. Previous Three-stage Design
As developed in Chapter II and shown experimentally in Heinbaugh's work
[Ref. 1], the signals at the outputs of the second coupler contain the desired functions of
the input signal given by Equations 2.31 and 2.32. Upon further analysis, we concluded
that the third coupler stage is unnecessary and it is omitted in the two-stage design shown
in Figure 5.2. In Chapter II we derived the exact expressions for the output signals for the
two-stage design. We found that the required tolerance for the length of the delay fiber
was equivalent to a small fraction of the data waveform bit period as opposed to a fraction
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of the optical carrier wavelength. We have also shown in Section II.D that this two-stage
design will function in a multi-stage receiver.
Input Coupler #1 2.07 m delay Coupler #2 Outputs
Figure 5.2. Two-stage Mach-Zehnder Coupler
Because the system uses the inherent phase shift of the 2x2 coupler to generate the
sum and difference terms for the two outputs, one of the major goals of this work was to
find a method whereby the inherent phase shift of a 2x2 coupler could be measured. We
were able to derive and implement two separate techniques and use a third technique
devised by Hereth and Schliep [Ref. 2] to verify our results.
The first method involved substituting a section of fiber wrapped around a PZT
cylinder with a DC voltage applied for the delay line in Figure 5.2 in order to control the
total path length of the fiber between output one of coupler one and input one of coupler
two. A constant power laser operating at 1300 ran was applied to the first coupler at
input Xi. Controlling the optical path difference between the upper and lower fibers
allowed fine control ofhow the output power was shared between the two outputs.
Figure 3.2 shows that adjusting the DC voltage applied to the PZT resulted in the outputs
sharing the power nearly as predicted. The development of this first method is given in
Section III.B. After measuring the required quantities, the calculated value of the
inherent phase shift was found using Equation 3.9 to be 145° ± 5°.
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The second method involved measuring the excess loss of the coupler. Greene
showed that the inherent phase shift of a lossless coupler would be 180° [Ref. 5]. Using a
similar development, but including terms for loss, the derivation in Section III.C shows
that the normalized loss is related to the inherent phase shift by Equation 3.29. The
calculated value of the inherent phase shift using this method was 149° ± 6°.
The third method, taken from Schliep and Hereth [Ref. 2], involved application of
an AC voltage to the PZT as shown in Figure 3.4. This resulted in each of the output
powers having quiescent and time-varying components. Using an adding oscilloscope the
quantities required by Equation 3.44 were measured to yield a calculated value of the
inherent phase shift of 147° ± 3°.
The two methods we developed provided values of the inherent phase shift very
close to that obtained using the third method. The difference between the calculated
values and the theoretical value of 1 80° for a lossless coupler is due to a combination of
factors. Since these methods all derive the coupler phase shift via power measurements,
any loss other than the excess loss of the coupler will have the effect of making the
calculated value of the phase shift further from the ideal value of 180°. The value of 147°
is a worst-case estimate for the coupler phase shift, since much of the power loss occurred
in the ST-ST connections. However, for the measured values of the inherent phase shift,
the assumptions made in Section II.C for the system with ideal couplers are reasonably
accurate. Therefore, the system outputs can be approximated by Equations 2.31 and 2.32.
This was shown experimentally by Heinbaugh [Ref. 1] during previous research.
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The other major focus of this work was on reducing the system loss. The
measured loss of the previous system shown in Figure 5.1 was 10.5 dB [Ref. 1], while the
ideal system loss would have been 6 dB. The measured loss after the second 2x2 coupler
in the Y\ channel was 6.8 dB and in the Yi channel was 7.6 dB. At this point in the system,
the ideal loss would be 3 dB. This substantial overall loss and excess loss made it
necessary to investigate design and construction modifications which would yield a more
reasonable loss per stage.
Using the spliced two-coupler system, the overall system loss has been reduced to
about 3.3 dB. This 7.2 dB improvement in performance is quite substantial. Obviously,
3 dB of the improvement is simply due to recognizing that the two-stage system will
perform the necessary function. Additionally, the revised system displays between 3.5 dB
and 4.3 dB improvement due to replacing the ST connectors and ST-ST connections with
fusion splices. The loss of the previous three-stage design using ST connectors was high
enough that a multi-stage receiver may have poor performance. However, with a loss per
stage on the order of 3.3 dB, a multi-stage receiver would have much better performance.
The major goals of this work were met. Three separate methods for measuring the
coupler inherent phase shift were conducted and yielded consistent results. The value of
the inherent phase shift is such that the desired outputs are generated. The system loss has
been reduced from 10.5 dB to 3.3 dB using design and construction modification. The
two-coupler design will function in a multi-stage receiver.
Possible follow-on work would be to construct and test a complete receiver using
the spliced two-stage Mach-Zehnder coupler as the building block.
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